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Abstract-The amalgamation of leaf-labelled trees into a single supertree that displays each of 
the input trees is an important problem in classification. Clearly, there can be more than one (super) 
tree for a given set of input trees, in particular if a highly unresolved supertree exists. Here, we show 
(by explicit construction) that even if every supertree of a given collection of input trees is binary, 
there can still be exponentially many such supertrees. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a collection 3 of leaf-labeled trees with generally distinct, though not, necessarily disjoint 
label sets, one might want to amalgamate these trees into one leaf-labeled %upertree” T so that 
all trees in 3 are “induced” subtrees of T. Hence, one might want to know whether such a 
supertree T exists at all, and if so, whether it is uniquely determined by 3. 
In biology (11, linguistics, stemmatology, and other areas, trees are used to represent evolu- 
tionary, historical, or hierarchical relationships. Amalgamation problems arise naturally in these 
fields for several reasons (see [l-4]), e.g., it can be difficult to accurately reconstruct large trees 
directly, and one may instead try to reconstruct first “trustworthy” trees for small subsets and 
then to combine those into one big supertree. 
It was established in [5] that finding just one supertree for a given family of trees is hard. 
In this paper, we show that there is another obstacle when constructing supertrees. There are 
families 3 of trees with exponentially many and exclusively binary supertrees. 
DEFINITIONS. 
l We consider phylogenetic trees, i.e., trees together with a bijective mapping from the set 
of their leaves onto a set X of labels’ whose remaining interior (and unlabelled) vertices 
‘In the following, we will usually suppose that this mapping is the identity. 
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have degree at least three. If all interior vertices have degree three, the tree is said to be 
a binary tree. 
l Let C(T) denote the set of leaf labels of a phylogenetic tree T, and let C(3) denote the 
union UTE7 C(T) for any collection 3 of such trees. 
l Given a phylogenetic tree T and a subset L C C(T), we denote by T(L the tree obtained 
from the smallest connected subgraph of T containing (the leaves labelled by) L by making 
this subgraph “homeomorphically irreducible” (i.e., by suppressing all degree two vertices). 
We refer to T(L as an induced subtree of T, more specifically, as the subtree of T induced 
by L. Note that T(t is binary whenever T is, and that (Tl~f)l~ = TIL holds for any tree T 
and sets L c L’ C_ C(T). 
l Given two trees T, T’ with C(T) = C(T’), we write T < T’ if-up to a label-preserving 
isomorphism-T can be obtained from T’ by contracting some interior (or nonpending) 
edges of T’. If, in addition, T and T’ are not isomorphic, then T’ is called a refinement 
ofT. 
l Suppose that 3 := {TI, . . . , TT} is a collection of trees. We say that a tree T displays 3 
if Ti 5 Tlf(~~) holds for all i = 1,. . . , r; if, in addition, t(3) = C(T) holds, then T is 
also called a supertree of 3. The collection 3 is said to be compatible if it is displayed 
by at least one tree T. In this case, 3 is said to define T if T is (up to isomorphism) 
the only supertree of 3. Then, T is necessarily binary. We say that 3 is definitive if 3 is 
compatible and defines a tree T. 
l A quartet tree is a binary tree T with ICC(T)1 = 4. We write zy 1 wz to denote the quartet 
tree that has leaves labelled x, y separated from leaves labelled w, z by its unique interior 
edge. More generally, we let x1 . . .x7 1 y1 . . . yS denote the tree with exactly one interior 
edge e = {u, v}, with leaves labelled xl, . . . ,x, adjacent to u, and leaves labelled ~1,. . . , yS 
adjacent to v. 
l We say that two leaves x, y E C(T) of a tree T form a pair of twins if they are distinct 
and adjacent to the same vertex in T. 
l Given a tree T and three leaves x, y, z, the median m of x, y, z is the unique vertex of T 
such that every path from x to y, from y to z, and from t to x runs through m. 
2. EXPONENTIALLY MANY SUPERTREES 
In the following example, the existence of (super) exponentially many supertrees is not a 
relevant problem. We define the collection of quartet trees 
3, := (12 1 jk 1 3 5 j < lc < ?z} ) 
for some integer n 2 4 where C(3*) = (1,. . . , n}. Clearly, there exist 1 .3 .5.. . (2n - 7) many 
binary supertrees of 3,, and therefore, also super-exponentially many supertrees in total. But 
there is exactly one supertree of 3* that is minimal (with respect to 5); and this tree (namely, 
12 \34... n) is the one every practitioner would probably be interested in. 
In contrast, in the next example, there are not only exponentially many trees that display the 
collection of quartet trees specified below, but also every such supertree is necessarily binary. For 
the construction, we will make use of the following proposition, see [2] for a proof. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given two binary trees Tl, TZ such that the intersection C(Tl) n C(T2) = 
{x1, 22, x3) is of cardinality three. Then, the collection 3 := {Tl, Tz} is definitive if and only if, 
for every i E {1,2,3}, there exists some k E {1,2} such that the median of x1, x2, x3 in Tk is 
adjacent to xi in Tk. 
Now, consider the collection of quartet trees 
& := (21 I 45, 34 ) 62, 56 ) 13, 25 I 67) (1) 
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Figure 1. The trees T+’ (left) and T-’ (right). 
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Figure 2. The four trees TT for j = I,2 (left, right) and E E {fl} (top, bottom); the 
median of the leaves 5, 6, 7 is indicated by a square. 
with leaf set L(Q) = (1,. . . , 7). It is easy to check (see also [3]) that this collection is displayed 
(up to isomorphism) exactly by the two trees that are depicted in Figure 1, where we will denote 
the left tree by T+l, the right tree by T-l. 
For a phylogenetic tree T such that L(T) is a subset of the natural numbers (we may assume 
without loss of generality that no interior vertex is a natural number) and an integer j, we define 
the mapping Cpj such that vj(T) is the same tree as T, except that a leaf 1 of T is replaced by 
the leaf I + j in c~j(T). Clearly, qj(T) has leaf set C(pj(T)) = (1 + j 11 E C(T)}. We define 
Qj := cP4(j-l)(Q) and T’ := V4(j-l)(T’), (2) 
for j = 1,2,. . . and E E {f 1}, where Q is given in (1). As an example, the four trees TF1, T;l, 
T+l, and T,-’ 2 are depicted in Figure 2. 
We know that TJf’ and TJrl are the only two supertrees of the collection Qj. Now, consider the 
collection of quartet trees Qi U Qs with leaf set .L(Qi U Qs) = (1,. . . , 11). As we will see below, 
this collection has exactly four supertrees as depicted in Figure 3, and every such supertree TBllez 
is defined by the collection {T;' , Ti2} for ~1, .52 E {fl} ( as indicated by the arrows in Figure 2). 
This example indicates how the trees Tj , , +l T-’ can be used as “binary switches” to construct 
exponentially many super-trees. For Ic = 1,2,. . . and (~1,. . . , Q) E {fl}” set 
ak := fi Qj and F(fl,..., Ek) := {Tj” ( j = 1,. . . , “} . (3) 
j=l 
THEOREM 1. 7(e1,.. .,Ek) k definitive for all (cl,...,Ek) E (4~1)~. 
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Figure 3. The four supertrees Z’+‘-+‘, T-l,+’ (top, left, and right,), and ~+l*-‘, 
T-‘~-’ (bottom, left, and right). 
THEOREM 2. A tree T displays 0.k if and only if it displays F(E~, . . . , Ek) for some (cl,. . . , Q) E 
{&l}k uniqueJy determined by T. 
These theorems establish a bijection from {zt~l}~ onto the set of (nonisomorphic) supertrees of 
ok. In particular, there exist 1{&1}“1 = 2” many of them, as claimed. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We use induction on k, where nothing is to be shown for k = 1. In 
addition to the theorem’s claim, we show by induction that the leaves 4k + 2 and 4k + 3 form 
twins in the (unique) supertree of F(E~, . . . , ck), see Figure 1 for the induction start k = 1. 
Given (~1, . . . , fk+l) E {*I) k+l, let T’ denote the unique supertree of F(E~, . . . , ck). Clearly, 
some tree T displays 3(ci,. . . , ck+l) if and only if it displays {T’, T,‘r+,‘}. Note that C(T’) f~ 
C(T,‘y:) = (4k + 1,4k + 2,4k + 3) holds. By induction hypothesis, we know that 4k + 2 and 
4k + 3 form a pair of twins in T’ what implies that the median of 4k + 1,4k + 2,4k + 3 in T’ 
must be adjacent to the leaves labeled 4k + 2 and 4k + 3. Second, as the leaves 1,2,3 of Tck+l 
are mapped to the leaves 4k + 1,4k + 2,4k + 3 of Tl’$‘, we conclude from Figure 1 that 4k + 1 
is adjacent to the median of 4k + 1,4k + 2,4k + 3 in Tiyll. Using Proposition 1, we infer that 
there exists a unique supertree T of {T’,T,$:,‘}, and hence, of F(si,. . . , ck+l). 
Finally, we want to show that 4k + 6 and 4k + 7 form a pair of twins in this supertree T. Let m 
denote the median of 4k + 1,4k + 6,4k + 7 in T and suppose that m is not adjacent to 4k + 7, cf., 
Figure 4. Let u # m denote the interior vertex adjacent to 4k + 7 in T, and let e denote the edge 
of T incident with u that is part of the path from m to v. There exist exactly three edges in T 
incident with v, namely e, {v, 4k + 7) and say, e’. From 4k + 7 4 C(T’), we infer that removing 
e and e’ induces the same bisection of C(T’), and hence, that the tree T* obtained from T by 
contracting edge e also induces T’ on C(T’). Since 4k + 6, 4k + 7 are twins of Tkf;?, we can 
infer the same for Ti’$:’ , so T* displays {T’, Tl$l} in contradiction to the fact that {T’, Teal’} 
is definitive. The same holds true if we replace 4k + 7 by 4k + 6 in the above argumentation, 
which establishes that 4k + 6 and 4k + 7 form a pair of twins in T. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Without loss of generality, we may limit our attention to supertrees of 
ok and F(ci,. . . , ck), respectively. Set 
Xj:=C(Qj)={4j-3,...,4j+3} and Yj := Cc(Q) = (1,. . . ,4j + 3). 
Given a supertree T of &+I, then Tly, is a supertree of & in view of !& C Qk+l and similarly, 
Tlx,+, is a supertree of &+I. Using induction, we may suppose that Tly, displays F(E~, . . . , Ek) 
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Figure 4. The positions of m, u, e, 4/c + 1, 4k + 6, and 4k + 7 relative to each other. 
for some (61,. . . ,Q) E {%l}k and choosing ck+i E {fl} such that T(x,+, 2 T[yi’ holds, we 
infer that T displays 7(ci,. . . , E~+I). 
On the other hand, given arbitrary (~1 , . . . , Q) E {&l}k then Theorem 1 secures the existence 
of a unique supertree T of F(E~,. . . , Q). It follows directly from the definitions of L& and 
F(Elr...r Ek) that T is also a supertree of &: For every quartet tree Tq of ak there exists j 5 k 
with Tq E Qi, then Tij displays T,, and hence, T displays Tq. 
So, we have constructed sets of quartet trees & for all natural numbers k with I& 1 = 4k and 
IL(&)\ = 4k + 3, such that & has exactly 2” (nonisomorphic) supertrees, every one of them 
binary. We want to mention that the constructed collections of quartet trees && are excess-free 
as defined in [3]-so & is of minimal cardinality in the sense that any collection of quartet trees 
of smaller cardinality, but with same leaf set must have at least one nonbinary supertree. 
Finally, one might want to know what information is “shared” by all supertrees of the collection 
&, and we ask: what is a maximal tree Tk (with leaf set xk) such that Tk 5 T holds for all 
supertrees T of &? Such a tree T is also called a strict consensus tree. One can easily establish 
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